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ABSTRACT
Cross-domain collaborative filtering recommenders exploit data
from other domains (e.g., movie ratings) to predict users’ interests
in a different target domain (e.g., suggest music). Most current cross-
domain recommenders focus on modeling user ratings but pay lim-
ited attention to user reviews. Additionally, due to the complexity of
these recommender systems, they cannot provide any information
to users to support user decisions. To address these challenges, we
propose Deep Hybrid Cross Domain (DHCD)model, a cross-domain
neural framework, that can simultaneously predict user ratings,
and provide useful information to strengthen the suggestions and
support user decision across multiple domains. Specifically, DHCD
enhances the predicted ratings by jointly modeling two crucial
facets of users’ product assessment: ratings and reviews. To sup-
port decisions, it models and provides natural review-like sentences
across domains according to user interests and item features. This
model is robust in integrating user rating and review information
from more than two domains. Our extensive experiments show
that DHCD can significantly outperform advanced baselines in rat-
ing predictions and review generation tasks. For rating prediction
tasks, it outperforms cross-domain and single-domain collaborative
filtering as well as hybrid recommender systems. Furthermore, our
review generation experiments suggest an improved perplexity
score and transfer of review information in DHCD.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Recommender systems; •Comput-
ing methodologies → Neural networks.

KEYWORDS
Cross-domain Collaborative filtering, neural network, hybrid col-
laborative filtering

1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, users are overwhelmed by the number of choices online.
Recommender systems are increasingly used as an essential tool,
to alleviate this problem. Despite improvements in recommender
systems, many of them still suffer from problems, including cold-
start [21] and difficulty in explaining their suggestions [26]. More-
over, collaborative filtering recommenders [11] cannot use obvious
feature-based relations between users and items. Content-based
approaches cannot capture deeper social or semantic similarities
between users and items, nor they can suggest novel items (outside
the scope of user profile features) to users [17].
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Two major approaches to address some of these problems are
hybrid [18] and cross-domain [4] recommender systems. Hybrid
recommender systems merge content-based and collaborative filter-
ing approaches to provide higher-quality recommendations. Some
hybrid recommender systems jointly model user ratings and re-
views to introduce a more sophisticated view to user interests and
item features, that leads to improved recommendation results [18].

The idea behind cross-domain recommendation systems is to
share useful information across two or more domains to improve
recommendation results [4]. They work by transferring informa-
tion from one or more source or auxiliary domains to suggest useful
items in a target domain. Especially, when user history in the target
domain (e.g., books) does not provide enough information about
user interests, user preferences in another source domain (e.g.,
movies) can provide useful insights that can lead to more accurate
or novel recommendations1. In addition to improving recommen-
dation results, cross-domain recommender algorithms provide a
solution to problems, such as cold-start or user profiling, in single-
domain recommenders.

Both hybrid and cross-domain recommender systems have shown
to be successful in the current literature. However, a combination
of two has been rarely studied. Additionally, the problem of provid-
ing more information to users to support their decisions in cross-
domain recommender systems, has not been studied. Most of the
current research in cross-domain recommenders focus on collab-
orative filtering cross-domain approaches [19]. These approaches
incorporate users’ explicit (e.g., rating) or implicit (e.g., purchase)
feedback in the auxiliary domain to recommend items in the target
domain. Many of these algorithms jointly model multiple domains
by sharing common user’s latent representations across them. Col-
laborative filtering cross-domain recommenders, similar to their
single-domain counterparts, suffer from ignoring content informa-
tion. Having advanced models, which are built on users’ rating
or binary feedback, complicates the reasoning of why a specific
user may be interested in an item. Moreover, these recommender
algorithms lose the explicit user-item similarities by ignoring an
important source of information: user reviews.

To further enhance the performance and transparency of cross-
domain recommendation systems, we propose to combine hybrid
and cross-domain approaches together. With this fusion, we can
benefit from the strength of both hybrid and cross-domain recom-
mender systems: cross-domain modeling will enhance user latent
features by providing extra information from other domains (es-
pecially in sparser ones), reviews will bring another dimension
for enriching user and item latent features and offer insights to
increase the recommendation transparency. Therefore, merging

1While other definitions of domain exist in the literature, e.g., time-based domains, in
this paper, we focus on item domains (e.g., item type or category).
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the two will enrich content features by using review information
across domains as well as enhance prediction performance.

Accordingly, we propose Deep Hybrid Cross Domain (DHCD)
recommender, which models various types of user feedback (both
ratings and reviews) across multiple domains under neural net-
work framework. We use neural network as a natural choice to
model reviews due to its success in natural language processing
and generating natural language sentences [5, 26]. In addition to
using reviews for producing better-quality suggestions, DHCD can
generate natural and useful reviews to support user decisions for
suggested cross-domain items. By generating a review that is based
on the specific user’s interests across domains and other reviews,
we can help clarify why a specific item is recommended to user. Our
model shares information across domains in two levels by sharing
users’ latent representations, and cascading it into reviews’ latent
representations. It can capture non-linear user-item relationships
by having a neural network framework [5]. Our results and findings
of this research are summarized as follows:

• We propose a neural network framework named Deep Hy-
brid Cross Domain (DHCD) model which unifies ratings and
reviews of users and items across multiple domains.

• To the best of our knowledge, DHCD is the first framework
which is able to automatically generate cross-domain reviews
that in turn can provide decision support for cross domain
recommendations.

• We design and implement multiple experiments to evaluate
DHCD’s performance in three real-world datasets. Our eval-
uation is performed via twomain tasks: rating prediction and
review generation tasks, to answer four research questions.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Here, we briefly review the literature on cross-domain recommen-
dations and neural network-based collaborating filtering.
Cross-Domain Recommendation focuses on learning user pref-
erences from data across multiple domains [4]. There are two fo-
cuses on cross domain recommendation: collaborative filtering [3]
and content-based methods [20]. In this work, we focus on collabo-
rative filtering cross domain recommendations. Similar to single-
domain collaborative filtering, research work on cross domain rec-
ommendation usually use matrix factorization. For example, Pan et
al. [16] propose a cross domain recommendation system based on
matrix factorization by using a coordinate system transfer method.
Elkahky et al. [3] use deep learning framework to improve the
performance of cross domain recommendation and also provide a
scalable method to handle large datasets. However, not considering
the reviews of items is the main limitation of these methods.

Xin et al. [24] proposed the first review-based cross-domain rec-
ommender model. They proposed a graphical model to capture the
user ratings and item reviews across domains but reviews are not
used to model user latent features. Later, Song et al. proposed a joint
tensor factorization model to capture both user reviews and implicit
feedback on items to provide cross-domain recommendations [22].
However, it does not capture non-linearities across domains, nor it
models reviews as natural sequences of words. None of the above
works generate reviews.
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Figure 1: An overview of Deep Hybrid Cross Domain
(DHCD) recommendation system.

Neural Frameworks forCollaborative Filtering.Due to its abil-
ity to approximate non-linear relation of users and items, neural
network is rapidly growing in recommendation systems [25].

He et al. [7] propose a fusion model that combines matrix factor-
ization and multi-layer perceptron. Despite the efficiency of their
proposed model, it does not consider reviews and is not extended to
cross-domain recommendation system. Collaborative Deep Learn-
ing (CDL) [23] overcome the sparsity of ratings by using auxiliary
information such as reviews. Using reviews as a set of words, their
model outperforms baselines but not considering the sequential
nature of words in reviews is a limitation.
Review Generation. Ni et al. [14] presented one of the first works
that focuses on generating reviews alongwith preference prediction.
Ni and McAuley [15] propose a neural network based upon atten-
tion model to assist users writing reviews of items. However, these
works and others [1, 8] do not model the preference between users
and items, nor they are extendable to cross-domain recommenders.

3 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe the architecture of Deep Hybrid Cross
Domain (DHCD) recommendation system in detail.

3.1 Architecture
DHCD predicts user ratings on items and generates user reviews
on them using two main components: the rating regression compo-
nent and the review generation component. In the rating regression
component (RRC), user ratings on items of each domain are mod-
eled as a function of user and item latent representations. For each
user, this component learns a shared latent representation across
all domains. Moreover, the shared representations of users has a
role as a gate to transfer information across domains. The shared
user latent representations in combination with domain-specific
latent item representations predict user ratings on items. The re-
view generation component (RGC) generates user reviews on items
according to user, item, and word latent representations. In this
component, the user and item representations from rating regres-
sion component work as a guide to learn review word embeddings
per user-item review. This guidance helps sharing word embedding
information across domains. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of
our model. In the following, we present our model in more details.
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Notations We model the system to include a set of users U, and a
set of item domainsD. Each of these domains include a set of items
Id , d ∈ D. For a user u ∈ U and each item i ∈ Id , the training
data may include user’s rating on that item (rdui ) and user’s review
on that item (sdui ). Accordingly, we model training data in domain d
as a set of tuples Td = {(u, i, s, r )|u ∈ U, i ∈ Id , s ∈ Sd , r ∈ Rd }.
Given training data in all domains T , our goal is to simultaneously
estimate user u’s missing rating on item i in domain d (r̂du,i ) and
generate user u’s missing textual review on that item (ŝdu,i ).

3.2 Rating Regression Component (RRC)
The main purpose of this component is to form a structure to
infer user and item representations using observed user feedback
on items across all domains. To do this, we model each user u’s
interests as latent factors vu and item i’s representation (in domain
d) as latent factorsvdi . Then, user u’s predicted rating on item i , r̂dui ,
is calculated as a function дr (·) of vu and vdi . Formally, we have:

r̂dui = дr (vu ,v
d
i ) (1)

In many single-domain factorization-based recommender sys-
tems, дr is modeled as the vector dot product of these latent factors
plus some biasb [11]. Namely, r̂ui = vTuvdi +b. This specification has
some limitations that makes it inappropriate for our cross-domain
problem. First, the simple factorization formulation is not fit for a
cross-domain problem, as it does not transfer information across
domains. Also, the predicted ratings in this model are assumed to
be a linear combination of user and item latent factors. However,
recent work suggests that using a non-linear model can enhance the
representation ability of user and items, and lead to more accurate
results [5, 12]. More specifically, in cross-domain recommenders,
Xin et al. have shown that user ratings across different domains
can have non-linear relationships with each other [24]. Finally, the
above formulation requires a shared latent space between users and
items. This assumption can restrict the expressiveness capacity of
the model since it (i) limits the user and item latent vectors to have
equal sizes, and (ii) assumes the kth element of user latent vector
must only interact with the corresponding element of item latent
factor. For further information, He et al. [7] provide an example
which illustrates these above restrictions.

To tackle the non-linearity problem, we model дr using deep
neural networks. Neural networks have been successfully used in
collaborative filtering problems [2, 7, 25] and can inherently model
non-linear relationships [9]. To have a cross-domain solution, we
extend the collaborative neural network to include multiple item
domains. As shown in left side of Figure 1, for each domain d , we
construct a multi-layer perceptron network (Hd ) with Q layers. To
share and transfer information across different domains, we model
the user latent factors vu to be shared across all domains. Addition-
ally, to avoid having a shared latent space between users and items,
we use concatenation instead of dot product in дr . Consequently,
the input xdui to our multi-layer perceptron’s first layer is a con-
catenation of embedding latent vector vu of user u and embedding
latent vector vdi of item i ∈ Id . Formally, xdui = [vu ;vdi ].

Layer Hd maps this input xdui to rating r̂dui . We denote the q-th
hidden layer of Hd as hdq , which includes a non-linear function

projecting from the output of hdq−1; i.e. h
d
q = ReLU(W d

q h
q−1
d + bdq )

whereW d
q and bdq are parameters of Hd ’s qth layer for domain d

and ReLU(x) =max(0,x). For the first layer, hd0 = xdui is the input.
We ensure the full connectivity between each two adjacent hidden
layers hdq and hdq−1. We use regression to map the output vector ŷdQ
of final layer to the prediction value r̂dui i.e. r̂

d
ui = w

d
y ŷ

d
Q +b

d
y where

r̂dui is the predicted rating value of user u and item i in domain d .
wd
y ∈ Rr and bdy ∈ R are regression parameters.
To learn the parameters of RRC, we optimize the following re-

gression loss function:

Lr =
∑
d ∈D

∑
u ∈U,i ∈Id

(rdui − r̂dui )
2 (2)

where rdui is the observed rating of user u and i in domain d .

3.3 Review Generation Component (RGC)
This component is to model and generate reviews for user-item
pairs in cross-domain setting. Here, we model user, item, and review
word latent factors to generate natural language sentences.

Recently, recurrent neural networks with components such as
long-short term memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent units (GRU)
have showed high performance in natural language processing-
related tasks such as image captioning, Q&A system [5]. Inspired
by their success, we adapt LSTM as a component for our review
generation process.

As shown in Figure 1, for each domain d , we construct a sepa-
rated LSTM model H̄d , that can connect to the rating regression
component. Assume sdui , user u’s review on item i in domain d , as a
sequence of words tj where j ≤ Jui (Jui is the number of words in
this review). Given a text sequence t1, t2, ..., t Jui , the LSTM network
will update its hidden state parameters (h̄dj ), in step j , according to tj
and previous step’s hidden state (h̄dj−1). Subsequently, the network
will predict tj+1, step (j + 1)’s word, using all of its previous words
(t<j+1). The output layer is connected to a softmax layer. The gen-
eral idea of review modeling is expressed by p(tj |t<j ,Φd ) = δ (h̄dj )

where Φd represents neural network’s hyperparameters for domain
d , and δ (·) is the softmax function. Each hidden state h̄dj is modeled
as a function of word tj and previous state h̄dj−1

The above “vanilla” LSTM can only model sentences from a
corpus and is unable to embed user and item latent features. For
reviews to represent user tastes, we have to make sure to include
user and item features. To enhance modeling power, we first apply
word2vec [13] to the corpus of review texts to learn the embedding
vector of each word. Then, for each word in the review, we concate-
nate this embedding vector with user and item latent vectors to
create a latent vector for word tj i.e. [word2vec(tj );vu ;vdi ]. There
are three main advantages for this representation mechanism: (i)
concatenation with user and item latent vectors ensures that the
user and item information will not vanish over steps. Consequently,
it can enhance the sequence generation; (ii) since user latent vectors
are shared across domains concatenation with user latent vectors
work as a mean to transfer information across domains for reviews;
and (iii) word2vec is able to learn some hidden word characteristics,
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within corpus, which cannot be inferred from one-hot encoding
vector or tf-idf [5].

To learn the parameters of LSTM network, we optimize the
Negative Log-likelihood of review data:

Ls = −
∑
d ∈D

∑
u ∈U,i ∈Id

Jui∑
j=1

logp(tj |t<j ,Φd ) (3)

3.4 Joint Model Learning
To simultaneously model ratings and reviews across domains, we
jointly learn the unified loss function:

L =λrL
r + λsL

s + λ(∥Vu ∥
2
2 + ∥Vi ∥

2
2 + ∥Φ∥2

2 ) (4)

where hyperparameters λr and λs control the trade off between rat-
ing regression and review generation tasks. λ is the regularization
term for avoiding overfitting. Vu and Vi are matrices that stack all
latent factors of users/items in all domains. Φ represents all param-
eters of DHCD. The above loss function is efficient to be optimized
in end-to-end manner using back-propagation [5].

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate our proposed model against several
baselines to demonstrate the robustness of DHCD.

4.1 Datasets
We consider three category combinations of Amazon datasets [6]:
Book and Digital Music; Book and Office Products; Digital Music
and Office Products. For each cross domain dataset, we select users
who make purchase and write reviews on both categories. In each
review, we filter out words whose frequency is less than 50. Table 1
describes some statistic of the datasets.

Training/Test Data: For each dataset and each user, we chrono-
logically split their first 80% of ratings and reviews as training and
the remaining 20% as testing data.

Dataset #users #items #ratings Avg. Review Len.
Book + Digital Music 3,054 100,055 186,160 163.87
Book + Office Products 4,187 172,484 413,463 146.65

Digital Music + Office Products 186 2,375 4,739 143.53
Table 1: Dataset Statistic

4.2 Baselines and Parameter Settings
For rating prediction experiment, we compare our proposed DHCD
model with these below baselines:

• Matrix factorization (MF) [11]: It uses user and item ratings
as an input. The predicted value is a linear combination of
interaction between user and item latent features as well as
the user/item/global bias.

• Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF) [7]: With ratings as its
input, this single-domain model combines neural network
andmatrix factorization to capture the non-linear interaction
between users’ and items’ latent factors.

• Collaborative Deep Learning (CDL) [23]: Using ratings and
bag of words of reviews, this single-domain model fuses
neural network and topic modeling.

• Collaborative Filtering with Generative Concatenative Net-
works (CF-GCN) [14]: This single-domain hybrid model uni-
fies both ratings and reviews under a neural framework.

• Cross-domain neural network (CDN) [3]: This model utilizes
neural networks for cross domain recommendation system.
However, it does not consider reviews along with ratings of
users and items.

We design the experiments in two settings: regular single-domain,
and cross-domain. In the regular single-domain setting, we model
user feedback of one domain to recommend items in the same
domain. In the cross-domain setting, although the baseline may
have been designed for one domain, we use user feedback on both
domains to recommend useful items. For the single domain models,
we add a prefix “cd” to their name to indicate when they are pro-
vided data from both domains. Specifically, both domain datasets
are unified and used for training cdMF and cdNCF.

For rating prediction task, we compare DHCD against all the base-
lines. For review generation task, we compare DHCD with CF-GCN
since it is the only baseline with review generation capacity. More-
over, we also use word-based LSTM (W-LSTM) and character-based
LSTM (C-LSTM) [14] as baselines for performance comparison.

Significance Testing: Hypothesis testing is used to ensure if
prediction performance of our model is significantly different from
the baselines. In this test, for each metric, we select the method
whose performance is nearest to our DHCD for comparison.

Default Parameter Setting: Number of latent factors for users
and items is set to 20 for all models. For the models using multi-
layer perceptron (i.e. all models except MF), the number of layers
Q is equal in all domains. The capacity of layers of multi-layer
perceptron are set to 64, 32, 16, and 8. Embedding size of each word
is 50. For models using LSTM (i.e. DHCD, CF-GCN, C-LSTM, W-
LSTM), numbers of layers in LSTM is set to 2 and its hidden size
is set to 128. We assume that rating and review contributions are
equal. So, we set λr = λд = 1 and the regularization term λ = 0.01
(see Equation 4). To learn model parameters, we use ADAM [5]
with learning rate 10−4.

4.3 Rating Prediction Performance
Performance Measures:We use recall at K (r@K),mean absolute
error (MAE), and root mean square error (RMSE) to measure the
performance of our proposed model and the baselines.
Cross-Domain Results: Table 2 shows our model’s and baselines’
performance in cross domain setting. For r@K , we assume ratings
greater than 3 as positive.We apply paired t-test [10] for significance
testing. From the table, we observe that our model significantly
outperforms all baselines in all metrics. For example, the perfor-
mance of our model is 7% better than the one of CDL model in
term of MAE. Performance of CDL is generally better than cdNCF
which indirectly infers that using reviews can help us to enhance
the prediction performance. Similarly, CDN outperforms cdNCF
which emphasize the importance of modeling items into domains
in a cross-domain design, instead of simply merging different do-
mains’ data. Our model i.e. DHCD unifies review and rating in a
cross-domain design. Hence, it achieves higher performance than
other baselines.
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Book + Digital Music Book + Office Products Digital Music + Office Products
r@10 r@50 r@100 MAE RMSE r@10 r@50 r@100 MAE RMSE r@10 r@50 r@100 MAE RMSE

cdMF 0.028 0.116 0.158 0.91 1.15 0.046 0.146 0.183 0.895 1.21 0.021 0.083 0.214 1.031 1.327
cdNCF 0.05 0.215 0.301 0.812 0.96 0.056 0.203 0.297 0.824 0.982 0.033 0.102 0.258 0.825 1.211
cdCDL 0.052 0.235 0.318 0.796 0.98 0.061 0.241 0.315 0.771 0.969 0.037 0.11 0.274 0.78 1.19
cdCF-GCN 0.062 0.243 0.325 0.765 0.977 0.07 0.256 0.324 0.772 0.921 0.046 0.135 0.288 0.705 1.107
CDN 0.047 0.226 0.328 0.762 0.974 0.08 0.204 0.296 0.773 0.976 0.041 0.144 0.302 0.754 1.084
DHCD 0.073** 0.252* 0.335* 0.741* 0.914* 0.08* 0.279* 0.356* 0.745* 0.891* 0.05* 0.157* 0.324* 0.698* 1.013*

Table 2: Prediction Performance. For r@K , the larger the value, the better the model. For MSE and RMSE, the lower the better.
Notation * and ** denote p < 0.05 and p < 0.01 respectively in significance test.

Book(B) + Digital Music(DM)
r@10 r@50 r@100 MAE RMSE

B DM B DM B DM B DM B DM
MF 0.03 0.031 0.110 0.122 0.159 0.159 0.95 0.98 1.18 1.16
NCF 0.057 0.059 0.233 0.206 0.30 0.292 0.766 0.732 0.98 0.95
CDL 0.055 0.061 0.244 0.242 0.318 0.322 0.771 0.781 0.97 0.92
CF-GCN 0.070 0.068 0.245 0.248 0.301 0.35 0.752 0.745 0.94 0.911
CDN 0.043 0.049 0.219 0.234 0.312 0.339 0.772 0.751 0.991 0.933
DHCD 0.071* 0.077** 0.25* 0.257* 0.31 0.342* 0.749* 0.735* 0.93* 0.902*

Table 3: Prediction Performance of DHCD and baselines in
Book + Digital Music dataset. Notation * and ** denote p <
0.05 and p < 0.01 respectively in significance test.

Book + Book + Digital Music +
Digital Music Office Products Office Products
MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

CDN 0.767 0.97 0.767 0.986 0.743 1.052
DHCD 0.751* 0.94* 0.75* 0.922* 0.725* 1.031*

Table 4: Prediction Performance in Cold-start setting. Nota-
tion * denotes p < 0.05 in significance test.
Single-Domain Results: Table 3 shows rating prediction perfor-
mance of DHCD and baselines in single domain set of experiments.
We only show the result for Book + Digital Music dataset to save
space since the experiments on the other two show the similar
result. For the baselines like MF, NCF, CDL, and CF-GCN, the train-
ing data and test data are from the same domain. For DHCD and
CDN, we use the training data from both domains and report the
performance in each domain separately. The first observation that
we observe from the table is that for baseline models that are single-
domain by design, their performance in single domain is better
than in cross domain. For example, the r@10 of MF is 0.03 in Book
domain. However, this method only achieves 0.028 in domain Book
+ Digital Music domains (Table 2). It indirectly implies that us-
ing heterogeneous data without proper integration can harm the
performance of models. Secondly, in general, our DHCD model
outperforms the baselines in each domain’s performance. It implies
that DHCD has the proper manner to fuse the ratings and reviews
of users and items from different domains under one framework.
Thirdly, almost in all models, but more specifically in DHCD, perfor-
mance in smaller domains is better than the one of larger domains.
For example, Book domain is larger than Digital Music domain and
the performance of CF-GCN in Book domain is worse than the one
in Digital Music. It suggests that larger domain contains more noise
than the smaller ones, and that the smaller datasets may benefit
more from information transfer.

In general, the performance of DHCD is significantly better than
the best baseline in significance test for both cross-domain and
single domain settings.
Rating Prediction in Cold-start:To conduct this experiment, we
keep the same test set and remove users with more than 5 ratings in
both domains from training set and use default parameter settings.

Book + Book + Digital Music +
Digital Music Office Products Office Products

C-LSTM 3.10 3.09 3.05
W-LSTM 3.12 3.06 3.02
CF-GCN 3.02 2.99 2.95
DHCD 2.93 2.95 2.88

Table 5: Perplexity comparison between ourmodel and base-
lines (Lower is better).

Table 4 shows the result of our model in cold-start setting. Due
to the space limitation, we only provide the performance of CDN
for comparison on MAE and RMSE. As shown in the table, DHCD
significantly outperforms CDN in all three datasets. This shows
that using reviews in our model adds extra valuable information
for predicting user ratings, compared to the CDN model that only
uses rating information across the two domains.

4.4 Review Generation Analysis
In this section, we use perplexity as a measurement for review
generation. The lower the perplexity, the better the model.

ppx = exp ©«− 1
N

∑
(u,i)

1
Jui

Jui∑
c=1

logp(tc |t<c ,Φ)
ª®¬ (5)

where the pair (u, i) is a pair of user and item from test set and N
is the number of reviews in test set and Jui is the number of words
of each review between u and i . Φ denotes the parameters.

Result: Table 5 shows the perplexity of DHCD and the baselines
C-LSTM, W-LSTM and CF-GCN. As shown in the table, perplexity
of our model is lower than the one of baselines in the three datasets.
For example, the perplexity of DHCD is 6% better than W-LSTM.
Therefore, it suggests the latent representations of users and items
learned from multi-layer perceptron are able to encode the review
generation process. Moreover, the performance of DHCD is better
than the one of CF-GCN which implies the domain consideration
is useful to generate reviews.

4.5 The Effect of Reviews in Training
In this section, we investigate the impact of reviews in training
our model. To do so we compare the rating regression training
loss of CDN and our model through epochs (Equation 2). CDN can
be considered as a simplified version of our model without using
reviews. The faster the convergence of the training loss, the better
the method. The parameters are kept as default values.

Experimental Results: Figure 2 shows the training loss of rat-
ing regression of DHCD and CDN through 50 epochs on the three
datasets. From the figure, our first observation is that the training
loss decreases when the number of epoch increases and it reaches
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Figure 2: Training loss of rating regression of CDN and our
model (DHCD) in the three datasets: Book + Digital Music
(B_DM), Book + Office Products (B_OP) and Digital Music +
Office Products (DM_OP) through epochs.
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Figure 3: Perplexity and RMSE of DHCD with different ra-
tio λr /λs in the three datasets: Book + Digital Music (B_DM),
Book + Office Products (B_OP) and Digital Music + Office
Products (DM_OP). For both metrics, the lower the better.
a stable value after some certain numbers of epoch. Secondly, the
two methods seem to converge to a fixed point in the three datasets.
However, DHCD converges faster than CDN method. For instance,
after 10 epochs, our method seems to be close to the convergence
but CDN needs 25 epochs to have the same behavior on the dataset
of Book + Digital Music. From the result, we can conclude that
reviews are actually helpful for the learning of DHCD.

4.6 The Balance between Rating Prediction and
Review Generation

In DHCD, λr and λs are used to control the trade-off between rating
prediction and review generation tasks. To study their effects, we
keep λs = 1 and use various values of λr for training, then, we
measure the performance of DHCD on test set. The two metrics
perplexity and RMSE are selected for evaluation.

Experimental Results: In this experiment, the values of ratio
λr /λs are {0.1, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5}. The result is plotted on
Figure 3. From the figure, we observe that increasing the ratio
λr /λs leads to the better RMSE and worse perplexity since the
larger value of the ratio means that the more effort is used for
rating prediction. Moreover, the phenomenon is similar for the
three datasets.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposedDeepHybrid Cross Domain (DHCD)
recommendation system which captures the reviews and ratings of
users and items across different domains. Through our extensive

experiments, DHCD outperforms the baselines on rating prediction
and review generation tasks.

There are several directions to extend our work further. DHCD
has not considered the sequence of users’ decision and the social
effect of users’ friends on their decision. Thus, these interesting
directions should be studied in the near future especially to address
the data sparsity issues.
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